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command and dispatch is an important indicator to measure the level of 
military operational command, is also an Important part in the military training. 
army digitization and information construction is becoming an important means to 
improve the integrated combat effectiveness of the armed forces. the modern 
military communication leap in all kinds of digital and information technology 
systems, commanders require richer, more flexible ways to achieve the mutual 
exchange of information in the shortest possible time. due to the rapid development 
of smart phones, smart phones as a medium of communication has become a kind of 
modern life necessity to carry. how to use the smart phone contains the mobile 
Internet, GPS positioning, telephone communications and other functions to achieve 
military command and dispatch of information technology has become an urgent 
demand. this article proposed the military command and dispatch system based on 
the android platform to achieve military command scheduling information. 
this paper first describes the research background and significance of the 
command and control, analyzes the research status and development trend which 
leads to the direction of this research. second, introduced the background of the 
android system, architecture, the four components, data storage, and focuses on the 
basic knowledge. including the socket communication and handler message 
processing. then the article presents the main objective of the system.and design 
system architecture, communication protocols and the function modules. including 
map display and navigation, voice broadcast, to receive and send communication 
message processing, registration, information gathering, receiving and processing 
instructions, upload information, data storage modules. finally, research and design 
the various modules of the system. realize tasks processing assigned from command 
center to Intelligent terminal, the feedback of the mandate implementation.GPS 
positioning and map navigation and other functions. 
system function has been tested and achieve the desired results. the realization 















standardization of the communication protocol design has great significance and 
commercial value. 
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